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To all, whon, it naily concern:
Be it known that I, DANIEL FITZGERALD,
of the city, county, and State of New York,
have invented a new and useful improve
ment in the mode of constructing lydraulic
and other cylinders where great strength is
required; and I hereby declare that the fol
lowing is a full and exact description thereof.
To enable other's skilled in the business to
make and use my invention, I proceed to de
scribe its construction and operation, refer

ence being had to the drawings hereunto an
nexed and making part of this specification.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of cylinder;
Fig. 2, an end elevation of the same; Fig. 3,
a longitudinal section; Fig. 4, an enlarged
section showing the concentric cylinders.
The same letter's refer to the same things in
all the figures.
A are outside hoops; B, the rods for longitu
clinal strength; C, the outside cylinder; D, a.
ribbed cylinder within C; E, a ribbed cylin
der within D; F, the inner boops; G, the in
ner cylinder; H, the piston; I, the breech
plate; J, the nuzzle-plate; K, nut connect
ing the cylinders; L., vent or influx tube.
Where cylinders require great strength, as
in hydraulic plumps for dry-docks, hydraulic
presses for en bossing Caumon, cylinders for
condensing gases, or for consolidation of sub
stances, &c., it is difficult to accomplish the
construction of them with one piece of metal
on account of defects. It is also difficult to
transport and place large masses.
By combining many metal cylinders in one,
so that they shall loe equalized and practi
cally united, the object is attained. Great
strength is had without the difficulty of mak
ing enormous forgings or castings, and the
transportation in separate parts becomes easy.
To this end I construct the interior part of the
cylinder required sufficiently thick for stabil
ity, and having the proper vent or influx tube,
as shown, Fig. 3, L. Over this inner cylin
der or barrel I shrink hoops F, and then it
would be best to turn the surface Smooth.

There may be a narrow space left between the
hoops. Over this put om a cylinder, E, fitting
it and shrinking it on, closing over the breech,
and around the influx-tube, all the cylindel's
having flanges at the muzzle spreading to the
full width of the finished cylinder. This cyl
inder E must have a few holes in it, and it
may have longitudinal ribs from end to end.
Over this I shrink on another cylindel', O,
similar to E, and closing over the breech of
the other, and with a broad flange at nuzzle.
This has ribs, and they break joints with those
of the other E, and this has holes in it.
Over this i shrink on the outside cylinder, C.
closing it over the breech of the preceding,
and with a wide flange at the muzzle. This
is to be tight, except for an inlet and a valve.
Over this outside cylinder Ishrink thick hoops,
and then put on the breech-plate I. Through
this and the three muzzle. flanges, C, D, and
J, I put many strong bolts, well secured, and
it would be well to weld the nut and shrink
the rods to draw the whole together. I now
fill the interstices between the cylinders With
water, and secure it in with safety-valve.
If it be a gun I put in the water hot to make
even expansion before loading, and to add to
the strength of the metal. I can omit putting
in the water, and yet have a strong and all
elastic gui). I can fit the cylinders one into
the otler without shrinking them together, so
that it may be taken to pieces, as tile ribs are
intended to touch tle inner surface of the next
?
W lat I claim as my in velation, al:d desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
Consolidating and combining the strength
of concentric cylinders by meals of water or
other liquid, hot or cold, filling the interstices,
i1 the mainei substantially as above de
outside cylinder.

scribed.
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